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Key Lock Replacement Instructions 

Classic Cash Drawers 

  
 

Required hand tools: #2 Phillips head screwdriver 

Procedure: 

1. Open the cash drawer and remove the plastic coin and bill tray.  Grasp the inner drawer by the 

drawer front and lift the inner drawer up approximately 15
o
.  Pull the inner drawer out at the inclined 

angle. 

2. Place the key in the vertical position (electrically on-line) with the key's teeth toward the bottom of 

the drawer.  Turn the cash drawer over so that it is resting on its top surface and the opening in the 

case is facing toward you. 

3. Remove the six screws that secure the base to the case.  Three screws are located along the back edge 

of the cash drawer and three screws are located along the front edge.  Lift the front edge of the base 

2-3 inches and remove the lock rod from lock cam.  See the attached diagram.  Lift the rear edge of 

the base and remove the base from the case. 

4. The attached diagram shows an exploded view of the lock assembly.  Unscrew the M-8E-D fillister 

screw and remove the lock washer, 1/2 moon washer, cam, and cam stop.  The key and lock plug 

(tumbler assembly) may now be removed from the case and replaced. 

5. Install the new lock plug, cam stop, cam, and washers in the orientation shown in the attached 

diagram.  When the cash drawer is upside-down, the key's teeth should be up, toward the bottom of 

the drawer before re-assembling the components in the lock assembly.  Screw the M-8E-D fillister 

screw into place, securing the assembly. 

6. Insert the key and rotate the lock 90
o
 clockwise and 90

o
 counter clockwise.  Be sure the the lock 

rotates freely without sticking or binding at any point during rotation. 

7. Replace the base into the case.  Be sure to replace the lock rod into the lock cam as shown in the 

attached diagram.  Align the slots in the base with the holes in the case.  Replace and firmly tighten 

the six screws that secure the base to the case. 

8. Insert the inner drawer into the cash drawer.  Mate the outer slides attached to the inner drawer with 

the inner slides inside the cash drawer.  Lift the inner drawer up approximately 15
o
, and push the 

inner drawer into the case.  When the plate on the back of the inner drawer has passed the stop plate 

formed from the base, let the inner drawer rest in the horizontal position. 

9. Push the inner drawer to the fully closed position.  Resistance to the insertion should be expected 

because the ball bearings in the slides are forced back to their normal  operating position. 

10. Verify that the drawer is now operating properly by opening the cash drawer with the key.  The 

drawer should open smoothly through the full extent of the slides. 



 

 


